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What is NP3 
 

New Purposes – New Practices – New Pedagogy (NP3) is a collaboration between The Open 
University, Lancaster University and Manchester Metropolitan University, led by Professor Peter 
Twining.  
 
NP3 is finding out about how children's digital practices influence teaching and learning. 
NP3 aims to find out about how children use digital devices outside school and what influence 
(if any) these practices have on what pupils and teachers do inside primary schools. The focus 
is on pedagogy across the curriculum (rather than the teaching of computing). 
 
Our Research Questions (RQs) for these exploratory studies are: 

RQ1 What are the digital practices that pupils bring to their learning in school? 

RQ2 Across subject domains what do teachers’ intended and enacted pedagogic practices 
indicate about their awareness of and the value accorded to pupils’ digital 
competencies, and how do pupils’ experience these pedagogic practices? 

RQ3 What institutional circumstances and practices enable or undermine how pupils’ digital 
competencies and practices are recognised (RQ1) and integrated into teachers’ practice 
(RQ2)? 

This brief report provides a snapshot of the digital practices evident in one of the 10 
Exploratory Studies that we conducted between October 2015 and March 2016, with a 
summary of emerging findings from this Exploratory Study.  
 
For further details about NP3 go to http://www.np3.org.uk.   

Exploratory Study Overview  
Exploratory Study 3 (ES3) is a purpose-built primary and nursery school located in a town in 
the rural Highlands, Scotland. This study focused on pupils in a Primary 5 and a Primary 6 
class. 

Emerging findings 
• Children had access to a wide range of digital devices outside school including laptops, 

tablets, smartphones and games consoles. This is well understood by the school. 
• Children engaged in a range of activities involving ICT outside of school, the most common 

of which were communicating via social media, watching YouTube videos, playing games 
and streaming TV & film. Some girls also created and shared their own videos online. 

• Parents were supportive of their children’s use of ICT, with limited or minimal trust-based 
restrictions placed on its use. There is clear evidence of strong home-school links and of 
good levels of parental engagement with the children’s learning in-school. 

• Within the school’s vision access to appropriate technologies is seen as a “basic entitlement” 
that can be used to maximise the opportunities available to pupils, expand their horizons 
and encourage independence of thought and resilience.  

• The school’s focus on using an open platform as the basis of their ICT strategy, whilst at an 
early stage, appears to be successful in enabling access and use by pupils, staff and 
parents from any locale using any device.  

• Evidence suggests that teachers have knowledge of and value pupil competences with ICT, 
seeing it as an integral part of their lives and learning.  
• Teachers position themselves as facilitators and allow pupils a great deal of autonomy 

in choosing if and how they use technology to complete tasks in lessons. The use of a 
range of digital technologies is widespread amongst pupils in Primaries 5, 6 and 7.  
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Pupils’ digital practices outside school 
Four Primary 5 pupils (3 girls and 1 boy) took part in a focus group interview and were 
observed in a lesson. Alongside their mums, they each kept photographic and written records 
(logs) of their ICT use outside school over a two-day period. These ‘log pupils’ were then 
interviewed individually, as were each of their mums. A further four Primary 6 pupils (3 boys 
and 1 girl) took part in a second focus group interview and were observed in a lesson. 
 
The four log pupils had access to a wide range of technology in the home, each having sole or 
shared access to a tablet, laptop and TV. All four had their own smartphone, three had access 
to a games console, three to a smart TV device and two had their own eReader. 
 
The most commonly reported activity was searching for 
and watching videos on YouTube and to a lesser extent, 
watching films or TV streamed via Netflix, Amazon 
Video or TV Catch Up. Pupils A1 and A3 both subscribed 
to YouTube lifestyle channels (e.g. May Baby and Zoella) 
as they found the content “inspiring” and identified with 
the channel creators. Pupil A2 watched videos to get 
ideas for his Minecraft buildings (e.g. from Stampy) and 
to see how to complete challenging missions in an 
online first person-shooter game (Call of Duty). Pupil 
A4 is a keen dancer and gymnast and regularly watched 
videos to teach herself new moves and learn new 
routines. Pupils A1 and A4 (both female), make and 
process their own videos using their tablets. Pupil A1 films short videos in which she shares 
her opinions or observations on a variety of topics and records her daily “routines”. These are 
shared publically on her own YouTube channel. Pupil A4 makes videos of dance and gymnastic 
routines, again sharing these via YouTube but limiting access to selected friends and family.   
 
All four log pupils played games on a regular (often daily) basis on a range of devices. All 
chose to play simple arcade, skill or puzzle games (e.g. Subway Surfer, Candy Crush) on 
smartphones, with pupils A1, A2 and A4 enjoying more involved simulation or sandbox games 
(e.g. Minecraft, Farming Simulator) on a console, laptop or tablet. All three regularly played 
these games cooperatively or collaboratively (both online and co-present) with friends or 
family. Pupil A2 (male) was the only one who played first person shooter games and who 
played cooperatively with people who he didn’t know in the physical world. He described these 
as “friends of friends” but stated “they could be anyone, so we only use them for missions 
when we need the numbers – never for important stuff…and then get rid of them”. He 
indicated that he didn’t believe his parents were aware of this. However during interview, his 
mum confirmed she was aware and that her older son “kept him right” when playing this way. 
 
All four log pupils commonly communicated directly with friends and family via closed/private 
social media, primarily using instant messaging tools (e.g. WhatsApp). Pupil A3 regularly used 
video messaging (Skype) to stay in touch with friends and family overseas. Pupils A1, A3 and 
A4 (all female) also engaged with ‘open’ social media (e.g. Instagram, Snapchat), openly 
sharing photographs, and communicating with both known and unknown followers.  
 
The log pupils’ parents commonly expressed the view that ICT is pervasive and that strongly 
resisting its use is a “pointless battle”. They clearly recognised the importance of digital skills 
for life and work and to expand horizons beyond the local area.  It was notable that none of 
the parents were surprised by the range of activities their children recorded, and they 
appeared to have a sound knowledge of how their children engaged with technology.  
 
All four parents had their own smartphones and regularly engaged with social media, often to 
communicate with their child. None of them actively monitored their child’s social media 
activities, however several stated that ‘just being connected’ to them was a sufficient 
monitoring in itself. One log pupil’s social media account was hacked and a pornographic image 
posted, however she had her account suspended and shut down before her parents even  

became aware. Her mum admitted that whilst the incident was very distressing (for 
her), it reinforced her view of her daughter’s capabilities, indicating there was “no point 
pretending this stuff doesn’t happen” and stressed that banning access “teaches 
nothing”. 

 
Pupil A1 watching YouTube and 

chatting with a friend via WhatsApp 
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In School  
Context  
The school is a primary and nursery school located in a large town in the Highland region of 
Scotland. The school opened in August 2015, bringing together staff and pupils from 3 smaller 
schools. It has approximately 275 pupils on the school roll. Around 45-50% of the pupils would 
be considered eligible for free school meals, with approximately 32% of pupils having additional 
support needs, including nearly a quarter of pupils for whom English is an additional language. 
The school catchment covers a number of Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) data 
zones classed as being in the 15-20% most deprived in Scotland. 

Vision and digital spaces  
The head teacher’s vision centres on maximising the opportunities for his pupils, expanding their 
horizons, and ensuring they develop the skills, independence of thought and resilience to 
succeed. ICT is explicitly positioned at the heart of this vision, with access to appropriate 
technologies seen as a “basic entitlement”. His ICT vision is built around the 1:1 model in which 
pupils are able to choose when and if to use technology to support their learning in school or at 
home. Personal ‘ownership’ of a device (regardless of what it is) is seen as key, as is access to 
the Google Classroom (GC). He describes this as the glue that connects pupils, teachers and 
parents, without being “prescriptive” in the way traditional learning platforms have been.  
 
He acknowledges that his team have a range of skills when it comes to using ICT, however he 
believes that the vision is a collective one, with all staff working towards a common goal at 
different paces. Evidence from staff interviews and questionnaires suggests this is the case. He 
indicated that when building his team for the new school, a willingness to engage with and buy 
into this vision was an essential criteria. A wide range of both formal and informal professional 
development opportunities are in place, including 1:1 mentoring and weekly TeachMeet-style 
sharing practice sessions.  
 
The school is an early-adopter of a council-wide initiative to use GC and Google Apps for 
Education (GAFE) as a core part of their ICT strategy. At the time of this study, the school had 
52 chromebooks that are shared between the 98 pupils in the second level classes (P5-7). They 
are moving to a 1:1 model for the 2016/17 academic year. First level classes (P1-4) have shared 
access to 50 Windows laptops and all staff have a Chromebook or laptop. All staff and pupils 
have access to the GC and GAFE, with every pupil having their own account, email address and 
personal GC folders for their work.  
 
All classrooms have an interactive whiteboards (IWB) and a desktop computer. IWBs are also 
present in communal spaces, the gym, library and in communal ‘activity zones’. Wifi is available 
throughout the school and school grounds, however the bandwidth is currently insufficient to 
allow the effective simultaneous use of more than approximately 40 devices (2 classes).  A large 
number of digital cameras are available for use at any time. 
 
A simple, broadly-framed rule system of “Be friendly, enthusiastic and resilient” alongside an 
ethos of trust, appears to be in place in the school. For example, pupils are free to move around 
the school building and regularly make use of non-classroom space for learning and are allowed 
to make use of ICT resources without seeking explicit permission. 
 
There is a clear focus on meaningful parental engagement and “changing the dynamic” of how 
teachers and parents interact; for example parents regularly feeding back on pupil work via the 
GC. Regular ICT training opportunities and extensive documentation aimed at parents are both 
available and taken up. According to the ICT coordinator “We have to help parents get over their 
fears… It’s being inclusive of the parents…making sure that ALL of them have as many 
opportunities and chances that are the same. That home-school thing is only going to work if 
they understand….that the [Google] platform it’s not about if you can’t afford it, it’s just there, 
and you’ve all got the potential to interact with it. It’s trying to ensure that parents, who are 
never going to move as quickly as their children, but they’re moving with us.” 
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Example 1 
This was the fifth lesson in a cross-curricular series examining the life and work of Robert Burns 
in the run up to Burns night, and the second lesson on this specific task. The Primary 5 class of 
22 pupils began with two boys handing out Chromebooks and pupils logging in. Whilst this took 
place, pupils used the interactive whiteboard to select their options for lunch. One girl struggled 
to log in, first approaching another pupil for help before approaching the teacher. It was clear 
from observation and interview that this was a typical start to a lesson. 
 
In setting the task in the previous lesson, Teacher A had asked pupils to produce a piece of work 
covering selected aspects of the poets life or work, with pupils free to choose whether to produce 
work individually or in pairs, to choose the tools or equipment they used and the output medium 
(e.g. video, presentation, poster etc.). Pupils knew that they would be asked to present their 
work at the end of the task. The teacher had provided access to chromebooks, handheld cameras, 
craft materials and the library. Around 5 pupils elected not to use ICT, choosing to make posters. 
 
Most pupils in the class chose to work in pairs or small groups, with three pupils choosing to 
work alone. Pupils A1 and A3 each worked in a separate pair making separate videos. Together 
these two pairs formed a loose group and chose to work in an upstairs communal area, away 
from the classroom, as it was “good for filming”. Each pair was making a separate video, but 
using pupils from the other pair to play additional roles. Pupil A1 was directing activities for her 
pair, filming her partner playing the role of Burns, with A3 playing his mother. A1 clearly enjoyed 
being in control, and initially retained the position of director when the second pair were ready to 
film their version of the scene. A1 relinquished control easily when asked by A3, but stated 
jokingly that “I’m the expert at this stuff [filming], I can do it sleeping” 
 
Pupil A2 was working in a communal area 
outside the classroom, a spot deliberately 
chosen as “the wifi was better”. His pair 
had elected to use a tool called Blabberize 
to make a talking picture (an animated 
mouth super-imposed over still images) 
and were recording dialog written in the 
previous lesson.  
 
The teacher moved around the groups in 
and immediately outside the classroom 
(but did not visit the group on the upper 
floor), questioning why they had chosen to 
focus on particular aspects of the poet’s 
life. When not circulating amongst the 
class, she accessed and added feedback to 
pupil’s work from an earlier activity via 
their individual GC folders. 

A Blabberize of Robert Burns by Pupil A2’ pair 

 

 
Towards the end of the lesson, 
Teacher A gathered the pupils back 
together and asked a selection of 
pupils for a 30 second summary of 
their projects so far and to share 
one thing they knew about Burns. 
She indicated that they had two 
more lessons in which to complete 
the task and reminded pupils to 
save their work and to download 
and save any video footage 
recorded to their GC folder. In the 
last few minutes she read an extract 
of a poem. 

 
Teacher reviewing pupil work via Google Classroom 
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Example 2 
This example is taken from a Primary 6 poetry lesson, focused on the work of Robert Burns. 
 
There were 24 pupils in the class, initially seated in mixed ability and gender groups of four. Two 
pupils were sent to collect the Chromebooks from the classroom next door. They handed them 
out and pupils begin to log in. Whilst this was happening, Teacher B was reading a Burns poem 
aloud (in a dramatic performance). There were some difficulties in connecting to the network. 
Several pupils commented on how annoying this was (for the benefit of the researcher). One 
exclaimed that the Headteacher was having the problem solved. There followed a short 
discussion in which a number of pupils explained the other problems they were having (not 
enough devices for everyone to have their own, how this meant they couldn’t take them home or 
stick their own cover designs on them). The pupils had been fully informed of the issues and 
apparently held the council responsible for them. Teacher B later indicated that it was a ‘hot topic’ 
for discussion, and that the pupils were given updates on progress most weeks. 
 
Teacher B reminded pupils of the various Burns poems they had examined in previous weeks. 
She asked individual pupils to briefly describe some of the key features of Burns’ work, for 
example the mixed use of English and Scots languages and the use of imagery and metaphor. 
She then displayed the lesson task on the interactive whiteboard – to write a short poem, of 
between 4 and 10 lines that made use of at least 3 words of Scots vocabulary, and made use of 
imagery. She then showed the poem “An address to the haggis” and highlighted several 
examples of imagery, before asking pupils to identify some further examples. Teacher B then 
reminded the students that the lists of Scots vocabulary and Burns poems were all in the class 
area on their Chromebooks. She indicated that they could write the poem on the Chromebooks, 
using a writing app of their choice (she suggested Google Docs, Storyteller or any of the other 
GAFE apps).  
 
Around 8 of the pupils moved out into the communal 
area to work. Pupil B3 chose the story maker app 
“because I can choose pictures to go with my poem and 
it helps me to think about what I might write if I have 
pictures first”. Pupil B2 began with vocabulary, using a 
thesaurus website (www.thesaurus.com) to explore 
English “positive words” that she could use in her 
poetry, noting the words down on her pen board. She 
went on to try to find Scots words of a similar meaning 
using the site www.sculiwab.org.uk. 
 
At this point the researcher left the lesson. During a 
subsequent interview with Teacher B they discussed the 
children's use of ICT. Teacher B indicated that she was 
aware of how “savvy” her pupils  were with  technology, 

Pupils working on their poems  
in a communal area 

 

viewing it as an integral part of their lives and therefore “impossible to separate out from their 
learning”.  She gave an example of how she believed ICT could make learner tasks more 
authentic, describing how she had designed an activity for pupils to collaboratively write and 
record a folk song (as part of a folk stories theme), using a contemporary Scottish folk singer as 
 

Pupil B2 using a thesaurus website  
 
 
 
 

inspiration. Pupils were inspired by watching her 
performance (and those of others) on YouTube, then 
recorded their own. The video and audio clips were 
recorded using the Chromebooks along with mobile 
phones owned by Primary 6 & 7 teachers and loaned to 
pupils in class. Pupils edited their own recording using 
a free online movie editing app and these were 
combined to form one film. Pupils shared the 
composition on YouTube, inviting public comment. 
Teacher B believed that pupils placed “more value” on 
comments received from people outside of the school 
community (teachers, parents and other pupils), 
particularly those garnered from the folksinger from 
whom they had originally sought inspiration. 

 


